In this paper we investigate edge partition problems of the countable triangle free homogeneous graph. As consequences of the main result, we obtain the following theorems. For every coloring of the edges of the countable triangle free homogeneous graph 0//with finitely many colors there exists a copy of q/in q/whose edges are colored with at most two of the colors. The countable triangle free homogeneous graph 0//is weakly edge indivisible, that is, for every coloring of the edges of og with two colors, say red and blue, the following holds: If there is a finite triangle free graph ff so that every copy of ff in q/contains a red edge, then there is a copy of q/ in ~//which has red edges only. (~)
Introduction
Fred Galvin proved that for every coloring of the two element subsets of the rationals with finitely many colors there exists a subset of the rationals which is order isomorphic to the rationals and whose two element subsets are colored with at most two of the colors. This and many other results of a similar nature are discussed in a paper by Todorcevic [12] . An extension of the theory to homogeneous structures has proven to be difficult. It is easy to see that the Rado graph is vertex indivisible. This means that for every partition of the vertices of the Rado graph into two classes there is an embedding of the Rado graph into one of the two classes. It turned out that it is quite difficult to show that the countable triangle free homogeneous graph is vertex indivisible, a result obtained by Komj~th and R6dl [10] . Subsequently there were several more results by E1-Zahar and Sauer showing that the countable Kn-free homogeneous graphs are vertex indivisible [3] , characterizing vertex indivisible directed homogeneous graphs [4] and various types of homogeneous hypergraphs [5] .
Partition results for two element subsets of homogeneous structures where not obtained except for an early success by Erdrs et al. [7] . They proved that the Rado graph is weakly edge indivisible. A graph ~' is weakly edge indivisible if for every coloring of the edges of d with two colors, say red and blue, the following holds: If there is a finite subgraph f# of ~¢ so that every copy of f# in ~¢ contains a red edge, then there is a copy of d in d all of whose edges are red. They also constructed a coloring of the edges of the Rado graph with two colors such that for every copy of the Rado graph in the Rado graph the edges are colored with both colors. They actually showed that every countable graph f# has an edge coloring such that every copy in ~ of the complete bipartite graph has edges of both colors.
Recently Pouzet and Sauer [11] sharpened this result in the following sense. Consider all colorings of the edges of the Rado graph with n E~o colors. Partially order all those colored Rado graphs by graph embeddings which preserve the color of the edges. It is clear that if this partial order has a coinitial set consisting of finitely many minimal elements of the partial order then a complete description of this coinitial set will constitute a complete understanding of the divisibility situation with respect to the edges of the Rado graph. In [11] such a set of minimal elements, a Ramsey basis, is constructed. Of course this idea generalizes to other relational structures. For example the statement that the partial order of infinite countable graphs ordered under embeddings has a coinitial set consisting of exactly two minimal elements, the complete graph and its complement, is equivalent to the ordinary Ramsey statement, lq0 ~(R0) 2. In [11] the Ramsey basis of the partial order of n-edge colored Rado graphs is determined.
The countable triangle free homogeneous graph ~//= (U; o--o) is the unique countable triangle free graph which has the mapping extension property, that is:
For every finite set F of vertices of ql and every independent subset 1 c F there are infinitely many vertices of ql which are adjacent with every vertex in I and not adjacent to any vertex in F-I.
For more information on homogeneous structures see [8] or [1] . For Kn-free homogeneous graphs see [3] . The paper [9] by Hajnal provides some more background information and the thesis by Devlin [2] gives a proof of the theorem of Galvin embedded in a more general theorem for coloring the n-element subsets of the rationals. In [6] implications for finite partition relations and related properties of homogeneous structures are discussed.
It is an easy consequence of the mapping extension property that every countable triangle free graph can be embedded into the countable triangle free homogeneous graph and in fact that any two countable triangle free graphs having the mapping extension property are isomorphic. Hence the complete bipartite graph can be embedded into the countable triangle free homogeneous graph. It follows then from the result of Erdrs -K2 et al., mentioned above, that it is not possible to obtain a result of the form q/ (0//)2 • What is still possible is that there is a 'partition' of the set of edges E(q/) of q/ into two sets, say E<(q/) and E>(q/), such that for every coloring of E<(~) with two colors there is a copy C of q/ in 0// such that all of the edges in E<(C) have the same color; and that the same holds for E>(q/). We will express this by writing q/~ q/2 r2sE< and q/~ q/2 r2ce> . (See Section 2 for a more precise definition of this notation.) Another consequence of the mapping extension property is that for every two edges (a,b)E E(q/) and (al,bl)E E(q/), there is an automorphism of q/mapping a to al and b to bl. This implies that we cannot define the sets E<(q/) and E>(q/) without imposing some further structure on og.
Assume that the set of vertices of the countable triangle free homogeneous graph q/ is o9. Associate with every vertex n E 09 a 0, 1-sequence An of length n + 1 as follows. For every i E n put An(i) equals to 1 if the vertices n and i are adjacent and equal to zero otherwise. For every n E co put An(n):= 1. The lexicographic ordering of the sequences An is a total order. Let E< be the set of edges {n,m} of q/for which n<m implies that An is smaller in the lexicographic ordering than Am. Denote all of the other edges by E>. We will prove, Theorem 3, that Which means that for every coloring of the edges of q/ with two colors there is an embedding a from oR into q/ such that all of the edges of ~(E<) have the same color. Furthermore this embedding ~ preserves the order on co and the lexicographic ordering. Hence the image of E< under ~ are those edges of the copy of q/for which the lexicographic order and the order in co agree. (In both possible meanings of the lexieographic order on the elements of the copy.) For a more detailed explanation see the section on notation. An analogous result holds for E>.
We will then deduce from the results above that the countable triangle free homogeneous graph q/ is weakly edge indivisible and that for every coloring of the edges of og with finitely many colors there is a copy of °g in 0// whose edges are colored with at most two of the colors.
How to read this paper
We will need to develop many unfamiliar notions and construct from those notions a complicated logical formula with many alternating quantifiers. But the basic idea of the proof is not very difficult. We suggest therefore to the reader, who wishes to obtain this basic idea before working through the excruciating details, to read the section on coideals next and then the section on Galvin's theorem, before returning to the section on notation. Readers very familiar with constructions for countable homogeneous structures may actually be able to finish the argument for the homogeneous triangle free graph after reading the section on Galvin's proof and looking at some of the definitions in the remainder of the paper.
Notation
Let f# = (G---co; o--o) be a graph defined on co. We obtain a structure (o9; 0--% < ), fo where < is the natural order on co, and define the lexicographic order < on the set A graph L,e =(A; o--o, <, ~ ) such that the structure o~ f°rget = (A; o--o) is a countable triangle free homogeneous graph will be called an enumerated countable triangle free homogeneous graph. We will work with a canonical representation q/a-~(A; 0-% Let ~ =(A; 0_% <, <) be an enumerated countable triangle free homogeneous graph and assume that N is an infinite subset of ~o. The set of vertices of the subgraph c~ of ~//~, induced by the set {An; n EN}, is ordered by the natural ordering of N. <, < ~g) and an enumerated countable triangle free homogeneous graph c~ = (A; o--~, <, <~) and an infinite subset N C_~o. Denote by AN the set AN := {An: n CN} and by O the unique order preserving bijection from o) to N. We wish to determine when AN is a copy of ~ under an embedding e from f# into q/A. First a short nontechnical explanation. The test for the lexicographic order depends on the initial intervals of the graph. That is a precedes b lexicographically if the 'first' k which is only adjacent to one of a and b is adjacent to b. For an embedding of the full structures the lexicographic orders have to agree. This implies that the test for lexieographic ordering, when applied to a, b E N, should come out the same whether k is taken to range over all numbers < a or only over those in N.
Because ~ preserves the order < it follows that Vn E o ct(An) = Ao(n). Of course also where we define Vn, mE09 On < @m~n <g,om and put q/aN :----(AN; o--o~, <, <).
N to
That is < is the lexicographic order <ae of the enumerated graph 9ff as defined N before. For later use we wish to rename it to < in the case of the copy of some enumerated countable triangle free homogeneous graph induced by an infinite subset N_C 09.
The lexicographic order ~ of q/tiN on AN is determined by the structure (As; o__o~, <) which is isomorphic via ~-1 to the structure (A; o--o~¢, < ). It follows that Vn, m E co (An Assume that for every relational structure ~¢ of some set of relational structures and a relational structure K we associate a set E(~¢) of copies of K E z~'. Then for ~ and elements of the set of structures the formula ~¢ ~ (~)~ means that for every function f:E(z¢)~ 2 there exists a copy ~0 of ~ in ~¢ such that f is constant on E(~0).
O9
Our main result, Theorem 3, states that if ag = (A; o--% <, < ) is a representation of the countable triangle free homogeneous graph of A = {An; n E ~} then and where K2 is the complete graph having two vertices.
In this special case the symbol q/~(q/)~2~e( means that for every coloring <, <~) to q/_-(A;o--o, <, <~) preserves the relations o--% < and <~. Let N be such N that cg = {An; n EN}. For C to be a copy of q/we further require that < agrees with ~ on the set {An; n CN}. Hence E<(Cg) C_E<(q/) and E>(Cg)CE>(q/). This means that the orientation, that is being in E<() or in E>(), of an edge in C is the same whether the edge is considered to be in og or in C.
Starting with the main result it is not difficult, Theorem 4, to find a Ramsey basis containing n 2 elements of the partial order of all n-edge colored countable triangle free homogeneous graphs and to show, Theorem 5, that for every coloring of the edges of the countable triangle free homogeneous graph ag = (U; o--o) with finitely many colors there is a copy of q/in og whose edges use at most two of the colors. Also Theorem 6, which says that the countable triangle free homogeneous graph q/= (U; o--o) is weakly edge indivisible, follows.
Finally we will investigate how the different representations of the triangle free homogeneous graph on co relate to each other. We will not use this later on but O) it might be of independent interest. Let ag = (o9; 0--% <, < ) be a representation of the triangle free homogeneous graph on ~o and ~ff = (H; o--o) the triangle free homogeneous graph on some set H. Denote by G//forget the structure ff//f°rget z (U, o---o) derived from ag by forgetting the relations < and ~. It follows from q/~ (q/)~:2~e< that the set of subsets S of E(,g ~) such that there is no embedding ~ :°h'f°rget ~ ~ with a(E< (q/)) C S is a proper ideal, say I<, of subsets of E(~). Similarly it follows from ag ~ (a//)2K2~e> that the set of subsets T of E(~,~cf) such that there is no embedding ~:ff//forget__+ with ~(E>(q/)) C T is a proper ideal, say I>, of subsets of E(Jt°). Then 1< NI> is a proper ideal of subsets of E(~/F).
Let 7 be a bijection from H to co; then 7 projects the relation o--o to ~o. The structure (D ~f~y =(7(H); o--% <, < ) is a representation of the triangle free homogeneous graph on 09. We denote by E~<(~)CE(~) the set 7-1(E<(~)) and by Er>(~)CE(~ff) the set 7-1(E>(~r)). It is not difficult to prove directly and also follows as a special case from Theorem 1, that there is an embedding ~ from ~f~7 into ~//such that 7 maps E<(~CCr) into E<(q/). Hence it follows from Lemma 12 that there is no embedding fl from o~/forget into ~ such that fl maps E>(q/) into Er<(Jt ~) and from Lemma 13 that there is no embedding fl from q/forget into o'¢t ~ such that fl maps E<(q/) into E~>(~). If 7 and 6 are two bijections from H to o9 and fl is an embedding from q/forget into 9¢t ~ which maps E>(O//) into E~<(Jct°)UE~<(9~) then fl-1 can be used to define a two coloring on E>(q/). Using Theorem 1 we can construct an embedding fl which either maps E>(q/) into E~<(A '~) or maps E>(q/) into E~<(~), a contradiction. It follows that if (7i; i E n E co) are bijections from H to o9 then there is no embedding fl from q/forget into g such that fl maps E>(q/) into r' Uien E< (~f~). Similarly if (7i; i E n E 09) are bijections from H to 09 then there is no embedding fl from q/forget into such that fl maps E< (q/) into UiEn g~ (~). We conclude that if (~i; E n E o9) and (6i; i E m E 09) are bijections from H to 09 then Ui~n E~ (~) M UiEm E~ (~) E I< M I>.
Using the fact that for every bijection 7 from H to 09 the sets E~<(~) and EY>(~) are complements in E(~) we get that
Denote by 8<(~) the set S of subsets of E(~) for which there is a bijection y from H to co such that S--E~<(~). Define 6r>(~) accordingly. The considerations above show that the sets g<(Jg) and ~>(~) are 'complementary in E(~gg) modulo the ideal I< M I>' in an obvious sense. Also, it is not difficult to see that any two elements in ~<(~) have a symmetric difference which is in I< ~I> and any two elements in ~>(9~) have a symmetric difference which is in I< MI>. Note that the ideal I< ~ I> is independent of the particular choice of q/. Those considerations might justify a notation like q/~ ~r~< and q/-~ ~:~> ~2 ~2 •
Coideals
A coideal s4 of a set A is a set of subsets of A such that coideal on A and assume that for each a E A there is a coideal ~'a on B. We associate with every a E A the coideal ~a := {L C_E; FL(a)NB E ~'a} of subsets of E and put := {~a; a E A} to obtain the coideal I-I~ ~. Note that a subset L C E is an element of I-I~ if the set of elements aEA, for which FL(a) is an element of the coideal Ma, is an element of e~¢.
Let (P; ~< ) be a partial order. For a E P we define a T :--{b E P; a ~< b} and denote by (P; ~< )+ the set (P; ~<)+ :={SC_P; 3aEPVbEaT(b t riSe0)}.
That is S is cofinal beyond a. The elements of (P; ~< )+ are called the locally cofinal subsets of (P; ~< ). (Readers familiar with Baire-category notions might recognize the locally cofinal sets as sets with are dense in an interval.) Lemma 2. For every partial order (P; ~< ) with P ¢ 0 is the set (P; ~< )+ of locally cofinal subsets of (P; <~ ) a proper coideal of P.
Proof. If S C T C P and S E (P; ~< )+ then there is an element aEP such that Vb E a T (b T n S ~ 0). Then Vb E a T (b T (1 T ¢ ~) and hence T E (P; ~< )+.
If S U T E (P; ~< )+ then there is an element a E P such that Vb E a T (b T M (S U T) 0) which implies that
VbEa T (bTMS¢OVbTMT¢O).

(i)
If some c >~ a has no element of S above it then (1) implies that T is cofinal above c. If not then S is cofinal beyond a. With each pair (At,B~)EP there is associated a coideal ~(a,~') on some set E. The set of those coideals is denoted by ~. Then ~+ ~ is a coideal on E. We will need to describe the elements of the coideal ~a,+ ~. Translating from the definitions we have:
The set L is an element of the coideal I-L,+ ~ if and only if there is a pair (At,B ') of P such that for all pairs (A",B") which are above, _D, of (At,B ~) there is a pair (A"',B"') above (A't,B '') such that L is an element of the coideal ~(A'",B'").
We will need to translate further for a more explicit description. The set L is an element of the coideal ~+ ~ if and only if ~(A,,,.8,,,) )))).
In formulas which look like the one above we will often omit the large parentheses. They are understood to have been put as above.
If (P, ~< ) is a partial order then for each element a E P the cone (aT; ~< ) is again a partial order. Coideals of the form (aT; ~<)+ will be used later on. If (C; ~<) is a total order of type co then (C; ~< )+ is the set of all infinite subsets of ¢g. Hence if we associate with every cEC a coideal ~c on a set B then I~(c;<)+{~c; cEC} is the set of all subsets L C_ B such that for infinitely many c E C we have L E ~c-If (A; ~< ) is an antichain with A ~ 0 then (A ~< )+ is the set of nonempty subsets of A. Hence if we associate with every a E A a coideal ~a on a set B then H(A;~)+{~a; aEA} is the set of all subsets LC_B such that 3aEA (LE~), which implies that if A is a nonempty antichain then I-I(a; ~<)+{Ma; a EA} = UaEA ~a.
Of course there is a natural dual of the coideal (P; ~< )+ obtained by reversing the order ~< of the partial order. We will use this in situations of the following form. Let ~ be a set of subsets of a set S. Assume that for each element A E ~ there is a coideal ~ of subsets of a set E. The set P is naturally ordered by C to give the partial order (P; C). The set of subsets LEE for which there exists a set AEP so that for all B E P with A _D B there exists a (g E P with B _D C and L E 8c is a coideal of E. It is the product coideal of the set of coideals ~ for A E P over the coideal (p; _z)+, I-i(e,_~)+{~; AE~}.
Galvin's theorem and an outline of the main proof
Let p be the order type of the rational numbers. Well order ~/ into an co sequence and denote by P< the set of all two element subsets of p for which both orders agree. We will prove that P ~ [P) 2 " This means that for every coloring of the elements of P< with two colors there exists a copy of p in r/ such that all of the two element subsets of this copy, that are in P<, have the same color. A copy of p is the image of an embedding from p into p which preserves the order of p and the well order.
Remarks. A very similar argument shows that p ~ tP)2 . A proof of both of those statements is implicit in a very general result of [2] which takes more than 100 pages of argument. The proof we present here resembles the proof in [11] . But there we did not use the idea of coideals. The unpublished theorem of Galvin, namely that for every coloring of the two element subsets of p with finitely many colors there exists a copy of p in p so that the two element subsets of this copy are colored with at most two of the colors, follows. After presenting the proof we will discuss its relevance to the proof of the corresponding statements for the triangle free homogeneous graph. ~A' E large(A) 3B' E large(B)VA" E large(A')VB" E large(if) ~tA'" E large(A")
Let A Elarge(q) and 3 ~ the antichain whose elements are the pairs (A',B') of large subsets of A with At<ft. We denote by C02 the product of the coideals Col(At,if) with (At,B t) in 3 ~ over the coideal ~+. Then C02(A) is the coideal of all LEP< such that 3A t E large(A) 3B' E large(A) (A' <B'/xL E C01(At,Bt)).
Let ~ be the partial order of large subsets of q ordered by 2. Taking the product of the coideals C02(A) for A Elarge(q) over 3 ~+ we obtain the coideal C03. It follows that C03 is the coideal of subsets LC_P< such that
If follows that if L E C03 then
We abbreviate the last two lines of the formula ~kL to 7L(A,B), that is
7L(A, B) := VA t E large(A) VB t E large(B)
{a E A': FL (a) fq B' E large(B t) } E large(A t ) and then ~bL := 3UElarge(q)VVElarge(U)
qA,BElarge (V) (A <B)/XyL(A,B).
Note that for A1 Elarge(A) and B1 Elarge(B) 7c(A,B) implies 7L(A1,B1 ).
We will refer to this property of 7t as property(.).
We are now set to prove
To this end suppose that f:q~--~o9 is a bijection and that LUF=P<. (The two element set {a,b} is an element of P< if and only ifa<b in q implies that f(a)<f(b) in o9.) Then because P< EC03 either L or F, say L, is an element of C03.
We use ~kL and obtain U E large(q) such that
'v'V Elarge(U) 3A, BElarge(V) (A <B)ATL(A,B).
An extension problem is a set S of elements, say (ai; iEnCrn), of r/ and a set T of large subsets, say (Ai; iEn + 1), of U such that (i) Ao<{ao}<A1 <{al}<A2< "" <{an-l}<An for the order of q,
aj}EL for i<j<n and f(ai)<f(aj) for the order of e).
A solution of the extension problem in the interval i is a triple consisting of an element aEAi, with f(a)>maxjcn f(aj), and large subsets B and C of Ai such that B < {a} < C and with the additional property that S U {a} together with T U {B, C} is again an extension problem.
The main idea now is: If we can show that every extension problem has a solution in every one of its intervals then we can construct step by step an embedding from into r/ which, in particular because of item (iv), has all of the required properties. To begin the process we start with the extension problem for which the set S is empty and T is the set {U}.
Let i E n + 1. We will construct a solution of the extension problem above in the interval i. 
T':=(T-{Aft i<~j<~n})U{Mo, FL(a)MM2}U{Fz(a)MAj; i<j <~n}
it is easy to check that S ~ together with T I is an extension problem. [] The corresponding proof for the triangle free homogeneous graph q/ is in several ways an extension of this proof for q. We will first enumerate q/ into an co sequence and define a lexicographic order on q/, which corresponds to the ordering of 11 in the proof above. Depending on whether the lexicographic order agrees with the enumeration or not we will partition the set of edges of q/ into two classes, E< and E>.
In order to prove that q/--~ (q/)~K2ee<} we will define large subsets of q/. (Actually, those large subsets of q/are dense subsets of intervals in a properly constructed setting.) Using those large subsets we will construct 'stronger' and ever 'stronger' coideals on E<. Until eventually we arrive at a coideal with the property that a set LEE< is an element of this coideal just in case there exists an embedding ~ from og into og such that c~(E< ) is a subset of L. Of course one of the essential points is that we must prove that the coideal has this property. That is we have to prove, that if L is an element of this coideal, then there is an embedding ~ from q/ into q/ such that cffL)C_E<. What are intervals in the case of the rational numbers will be 'orbits' in the case of the triangle free graph.
The reader who is very familiar with homogeneous structures should now be in a position to see how the corresponding theorem for the universal graph, the Rado graph, can be proven. This has actually been done in [11] . The proof for the Rado graph follows very closely the proof above. One just has to take care of the fact that there are edges and nonedges.
The added difficulties for the triangle free homogeneous graph are twofold. For one, q/has more structure and hence the sequence of strengthenings of the successive coideals constructed is much longer. Because we need to translate into logical formulas, (a description in terms of ordinary English would be forbiddingly complicated and long), we arrive at formulas with long chains of alternating quantifiers, which are inherently difficult to understand.
The other difficulty is actually more serious. In q/there are pairs A, B of large subsets which are 'not compatible', that is there cannot be any edges from A to B because otherwise we would have a triangle. There are pairs A,B which are 'compatible', that is there are edges from A to B. It is possible that A and B are compatible and A t is a large subset of A and B t is a large subset of B yet A t and B t are not compatible. In the construction we need to keep very careful control over which pairs of large sets are compatible and which are not. The difficulty is that the logical formulas we need to use contain existential quantifiers, which provide us with large subsets of given large sets but under certain circumstances, with the wrong compatibility relations. On first reading it may seem that there are shortcuts to the arguments. I have thought so too. But then the compatibility problem would raise its ugly head.
Another explanation for the complicated setup may be that there are triangle free graphs which are embedded into the homogeneous triangle free graph but their edge sets have to be partitioned into more than two classes in order to obtain a Ramsey result. Certain shortcuts of the given proof would then provide a proof that the edge sets of those subgraphs need only be partitioned into two classes. That is, in a certain sense, there are counterexamples to some ideas for producing a more streamlined argument.
Given a copy of a graph ff in (#. Then an edge of f#, whose endpoints are in the copy, will be an edge of the copy and an edge of the copy is an edge of (q. This simple property of the edge relation may not hold for other relations. If for example, we say that two points are related if there exists a third adjacent to both, then two points of the copy might be so related in fq but not so related in the copy.
The partition of the edges of q/into two parts E< and E> is such a defined relation. That is, an edge of a copy of q/ may be in E< in q/, but in E> seen from the point of view of the copy. This situation is made worse by the fact that the partition into E< and E> depends on an arbitrary enumeration. Because the type of Ramsey theorem proven depends on the notion of embedding some care must be taken. There is no great loss, on first reading, in omitting the places in the proof and the definitions which are concerned with this point. Once the main ideas of the proof are grasped it should be fairly easy to extend them to incorporate the omitted parts.
Representing the homogeneous triangle free graph on a set of sequences
We will work within the set UnEwn2, the set of finite 0,1-sequences ordered by c_. Then is the binary tree of height ~. The level of height n is the set n2, the set of sequences t 
(i)¢o~b(i)}))=O.
A subset A C_ U,E6O n2 is transversal if
VnE~o 3!aEA(lal=n ).
That is A C_U~E6O"2 is transversal if and only if A intersects every level of U,~6o n2 in exactly one element. For a transversal A and n Eco we denote by A~ the element for which { A, } := A A"2 and define for a E Un~6o n2
Supp~(a) = Supp(a):= {b E A; Ibl E supp(a)}.
Note that b E Supp(a) if and only if b E A and Ibl < lal and bo--o a. The element t E UnE,n2 is a type for A if all the elements of the set Supp(t) are compatible with t. Every enumerated triangle free homogeneous graph v//= (A; ~-% <, ~ ) has a natural interpretation via An ~ An, that is the association between the elements An of q/' and the corresponding 0, 1-sequences An, as a transversal subgraph of U,eto n2. Also every transversal which has the mapping extension property is a representation of the triangle free homogeneous graph on UnEto n2' (On first reading the following text up to the paragraph beginning with 'From now on we fix a triangle free ...' should be omitted.) (ii)---~(iii): Let tEA ~ be given and assume that aEA with lal<ltl is such that t(lal)=l, that is aESupp(t). There is a bEA such that tCb and hence b(lal)---1, which implies that ao--o b. It follows that a ~ b and hence that a ~ t. Let us consider some of the consequences of Lemmas 3 and 4 for the subtree (A~; C_) of UnEo)n2 in the case that A is a triangle free transversal of Undo)n2 which has the mapping extension property. The tree (A+; C_) does not contain any endpoints, contains A as a cofinal subset, has root ~ and whenever tEA l and sEUn~on2 with s C_ t then s E A J. For every element t E A * the element s E UnEo~ n2 with Is[ = It I + 1 and tC_s and s([tl)=0 is an element of A ~. There are meet irreducible elements in (A~; C_), that is elements tEA + such that the element sEUn~n2 with [sl=lt I + 1 and tC_s and s(it])= 1 is not an element of A 1. Let us denote the set of meet irreducible elements of (A;; C_) by irreducible(A+) and all the other elements of A~ by reducible(A~). It follows from Lemma 4 that for every tEA ~ there exists an aEreducible(A+) such that tea. It follows that the tree (Al; C) never 'ends' in a chain of type co. For t E A 1 we denote by reducible(t) the element s E reducible(A ~ ) with t C s for which Is[ is minimal. Note that Vt E A ~ supp(t) = supp(reducible(t)).
Assume that A is a transversal of UnEcon2 and that ~/f°rget=(A; o---o) is the fO homogeneous triangle free graph. Consider the structure ~//a=(A; o--% <, <). The fO bijection 7:A ~co with 7(An)=n produces a representation ~=q/:= (co; 0-% <, <) of the homogeneous triangle free graph on co such that 7 is an isomorphism from Note that the partial order (tt°; _C) is order isomorphic to co with minimal element t. It follows from the tree structure of (AI; C_) that every subset A _C A + with A ¢ has a unique meet, that is an element A A E A + such that Because every locally cofinal set has a large subset it follows that a subset L C_ E<, or L C E> respectively, is an element of the weak coideal from A to B if and only if ~4' E large(A)Va E A ' 3B a E large (branch1 ( a, B ) ) ( B a C FL ( a ) ). 
This condition can be reworded a bit, in particular so because we will not need its full strength. Also, we wish to rename some of the variables and we will supress the large parantheses, a habit we will indulge in from now on for other similar formulas. (branchl(a,B") )BPa ' C rL(a). Given a coloring of the edges in E< (q/~) with two colors we will construct a copy C of @/A in q/~ such that the edges of E<(C) have only one of the two colors. Also, given a coloring of the edges in E> (~//z) with two colors we will construct a copy C of q/a in q/z such that the edges of E>(C) have only one of the two colors. Both constructions are very similar. In the case of E< we will use restricted coideals from ¢o A to B with A < B and hence subsets of E< only. In the case of E> we will use co restricted coideals from A to B with B < A and hence subsets of E> only. Note that all of the coideals we define are either sets of subsets of E< or of E>. In the first case they will be used for the first construction and in the second case for the second construction. brancho(h,B) ). Note that A ~ branch0(h,B) because supp(branch0(h,B)) = supp(B). The coidealfrom A to B is the product of the coideals rcoideal(A, branch0 (h,B)) over the coideal of infinite subsets of co. We conclude that if LEE< is an element of the coideal from A to B then there is an infinite subset I C_ co such that < h
We define for A,B E large(A).
A -e B :~-~
Vh E 13.4 h E large(A), ~B h E largeh(B)(A h -/~ B ), which implies that < h Vh E co 3.4 h E large(A), 3B h E largeh(B)(A h -e-, B ).
If A ~ B and A ~, B then E< is an element of the coideal from A to B and the coideal from A to B is a proper coideal of subsets of E<. ,A) ,B). As before we define: The coidealfrom A to B is the product of the coideals rcoideal(branch0(h,A), B) over the coideal of infinite subsets of co. We conclude that if LEE> is an element of the coideal from A to B the there is an infinite subset 1 C co such that
Vh E13,4 h E largeh(A) 3B h E large(B)(A h ~ Bh), which implies that Vh E co ~4 h E largeh(A) 3B h E large(B)(A h ~ Bh).
If B ,~ A and A ~ B and A f7 B = 0 and then E> is an element of the coideal from A to B and then coideal from A to B is a proper coideal of subsets of E>.
Lemlna 5. Let Jg and ~ and ~= and (9 be finite sets of large subsets of A with of" = 9f ~ U ~ U (9 and X E large(A) and L C E such that (a) VG E c~(X--~ G), (b) VF c S~ U ~(X ~ F).
Then there is a set Xar E large(X) and for each x EXjc VH C~.vt '~ 3H(x) E large(H)
VF E ~ qF(x ) E large(F)
V G E fff 2G( x ) E large(G)
such that
f) E E A I A F(x)[ > [xl ), (iii) VH E gVh EH(x) ((x,h) EE A [AH(x)[ > Ix[), (iv) VK E J{'VH E fff (K ~ H --*K(x) ~ H(x)).
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that VG C (~VH C 9¢F(IA GI > IAH[) and that VK E J~ff(IAxI > IAK[). Otherwise choose i C co such that VKC3f'(i> [/~KI) and replace each G C ff by G' := brancho(i, G) and put (~' := {G': G E (~}. Then let j>Zc~ ~[A0(i,G)I and replace X by branch0(j,X). Then for G E (¢ it follows from X--e G that X ,-~ G and hence that branch0(j,X) ~ brancho(i, G) which in turn implies that the relation brancho(j,X)-~ brancho(i, G) is inherited from the relation X-~ G. Of course if X ~ F then branch0(/+ 1,X)~ brancho(i,F). Also if for G E(¢ and H E 9(f we have G ~ H then brancho(i, G),-, H. Hence conditions (a) and (b) will
hold after the replacement as well. It is easy to see that if we establish the lemma for ~/:= (¢~ tA ~ U 7f together with X ~ then the Lemma for ~ together with X will follow. Let ~ C_ 7{" and assume that there is a set X~ E large(X) such that for each x CX~ and
VII E 7f M ~H(x) = branch0(x, H)
VF E ~ M ~F(x ) = branchl(x,F) VG cff n ~3G' E large(G) 3G(x) E large(branchl(x, G')).
such that (i) VG E ff M ~Vg E G(x) ((x, 9) E L), (ii) VF E ~ N ~Vf E F(x) ((x, f) E E), (iii) VH E 7g A ~Vh E H(x) ((x, h) E E), (iv) VD E ~VH E 9f ~ A ~(D ~, g --~ D(x) ~ H(x)), (v) VD E ~VH E ~,~ (D ,-, H ~ D(x) ~ H).
The emptyset is such a set ~ and if ~--3f" we are done. Also 
v). If H E 9f ~ fl ~ then H(x)=brancho(x,H). If H~Fo it follows that brancho(x,H)~branchl(x, Fo) hence H(x) ,~ Fo(x).
Assume there is a set GoEfq -9. It follows from X ~ Go that X ~ Go and because lAX[ > [A Go[ and X~ E large(X) it follows in turn that X~ ~ Go. Of course IAX I > Gol. Hence we can use (2) and obtain sets X~u{6~} E large(X~) and G6 E large(Go) with X~u{G~) ~ G~ and [X~u{6~} > 1661 such that for all x EX~u{G~} there exists a set G6(x) E large(branchl(X, G~)) such that G6(x) C FL(x).
For the given choice of X~u{c~} and G6(x) for x EX~u{G~} conditions (ii) and (iii) are obviously satisfied and condition (i) is satisfied because G~(x)c_ FL(s). Choose HEJg with H ~, Go and choose xEXmu{c~}. Because IAHI<IAG~I and G~(x)E large(G6) it follows that G6(x) ~ H which proves (v). If H E Yt ° fq ~ then H ~ G~o(X) together with H(x)=brancho(x,H) implies H(x) ~ G6(x). []
Unbounded sequences of large sets
If A is a large set we denote by 6(A) the smallest number in the support of A. An unbounded sequence of large sets, say A, is a sequence A_ = (Ai; i E 09) of large sets such that the sequence (6(Ai); i E 09) is strictly increasing to infinity.
The large sets A,-are the components of the unbounded sequence of large sets A = (Ai; i E 09). Given two unbounded sequences S and T of large sets we write S ~ 7" if there is a strictly order preserving map 7:09 H 09 such that for every i E 09 we have
T~ E large(S~(i)). If S is an unbounded sequence of large sets we denote by S T the set of all unbounded sequences of large sets T such that S ~< T. Note that if I C_ co is infinite and (Ai; i E 09) is an unbounded sequence of large sets then the sequence (Ai; i EI)
is also an unbounded sequence of large sets.
Let A_ be an unbounded sequence of large sets and 1E 09. Choose n E 09 minimal so that 6(A,)> l. Then we define brancho(l,A_) to be the unbounded sequence B of large sets such that VIE09 Bi=Ai+n. We just saw that if A = (As; i E co) is an unbounded sequence of large sets and B CO a large set then there is n E 09 such that Vi E 09 with i > n we get As ~ B and A i < B. (A~,B) ; i E 09} then there is an infinite subset I C oJ such that
ViEIVhE09
SA~ E large(Ai) 3Bi E largeh(B ) A~ -~-~Bi, which, if we denote by f2 the set of all order preserving injections from co into 09, in turn implies 3zEQVpEO 3T EA T Vi E 09(Ti E large(Ar¢i)) A ~Bi E largep(i)(B)(T/-~Bi)).
(The element z is the unique element in t2 which has image I and T is the unbounded
T,. _ ao(i) ~ If L E 11(,o; .<)+ {coideal(Ai,B); i E o9}
sequence of large sets with Vi E 09 ,--'~(i)') then L C_ E< and it is also the case that E< is an element of 11(o; ~<)+ {coideal (Ai,B) ; i E 09}. Hence 1-I(co; <.)+{coideal (Ai,B) ; i E oJ} is a proper coideal of subsets of E<.
In order to construct the corresponding coideal of subsets of E> we form the product Let A_ be an unbounded sequence of large sets and P be a large set and L C E<. Then we define A_--e P and for L C_ E> we define A ~ P:
A-e P : ~--~ d.-L--P : ~--~ VB E A T VP' E large(P) VB E A T VP' E large(P)
3C E B t 3Q E large(P) and BC E B T 3Q E large(P)
LE 11 {coideal(Ci, Q); iE09} LE 11 {coideal(Q, Ci); iE09}.
(`0; ~< )+ (`0; ~< )+
It follows that A__--e P ~
VB E4 T VP' E large(P) SC E B T SQ E large(P')
SzEOVpEO
VB E A T VP ~ E large(P)
SC E B T SQ E large(P ~) and (4)
Note that if D EA T and R E large(P) and A_--r-~ P then the relation -~ is inherited by D and R, that is we have D-z -~ R. If DEA T and RElarge(P) and A ~ P then the relation ~ is inherited by D and R, that is we have D ~ R.
Let A_ be an unbounded sequence of large sets and P be a large set. Then denote by ~ the partial order of pairs (B,Q) such that B EA T and Q E large(P). Two such We get from definition (3) that L E coideal(A, P) ~ 3A_* E A T 3P* E large(P) (A* --e P* ), L E coideal(P,A_) ~ 3A_* E A T 3P* E large(P) (A_A* ~ P* ).
Of course if L E coideal(A_,P) then L C_E< and coideal(A,P) is a proper coideal of subsets of E<. If L E coideal(P,A_) then L C_E> and coideal(P,A_) is a proper coideal of subsets of E>. The set of all L C_ E< with
Si E o9 (L E coideal(A, Ai))
is for every unbounded sequence A_ of large sets a proper coideal. We see this as follows. Associate with every element i of the antichain with elements in 09 the proper coideal coideal(A_,Ai). Then take the product of coideal(A_,Ai) over the locally cofinal subsets of the antichain. Remember that the set of locally cofinal subsets of the antichain is the set of nonempty subsets of the antichain. Similarly, the set of all L C_ E> with 3i E o9 (L E coideal(Ai,A_A)) is a proper coideal.
Taking the product of those coideals over the coideal of locally large subsets of the partial order A T ordered by 9, that is B~C if C E B T, we obtain coideal<(A), a proper coideal of subsets of E<, and coideal > (A__), a proper coideal of subsets of E>. It follows that (D/,D) ).
For later use we abbreviate for any unbounded sequence B of large sets
B -L-~B :~-+ VC E B ::qDE ~iE09 >
B_ -~ B_ :~--~ VC E B T SD E C T 3i E 09 (L E coideal(Di, D)).
We substitute to obtain B -'~B ~ VC E B T BD E C T 3i E 09 3D* E D T 3D~ E large(Di) (D* --~ D~),
B -L-~B-----~VCEB 3DE
3iE093D*E and in turn for later use by changing the variable names B to A_ and D* to B and D~ to P and eliminating D we get <
T C T large(C/) (B__--e P), A--c--~A---*VCEA 3BE qiE093PE (5)
A ~L-~A--~VCEA T 3BE C T 3iE 09 3PE large(G) (B,4:-P). We are aiming to prove that for any coloring of the edges of E<, or of E> respectively, with two colors there is a copy of the homogeneous triangle free graph in A in which all of the edges of E<, or of E> respectively, have the same color. This requires two different constructions. The two constructions are so similar that it seems to be inappropriate to present the two versions consecutively. Only on some occasions a symbol has to be replaced by a similar one. We will therefore use the following convention. Text which refers only to the construction for E< and not to the construction of E> is immediately followed by similar text in between [ and ] brackets which refers only to the construction for E>. 
It follows from the definitions that L E coideal < (A) ~ qB E A T (B -~B) and L E coideal> (A) --~ 3BEA (B -~B).
m:=~ IAPA.
jEn
Choose J~. E largem(Rn). Because A--~R.
[A "~--R. l and B E A T and J~n E large(R.) we can use formula (4) with B and J~n for P. Formula (4) provides us with a C E B T and a Q E large(R.) and a z E 12. Let fl E g2 be such that Vi E o Ci E large(B00)). Choose a sequence p E 12 such that for i E m
p(i) > ~ IA 0flo~(i), il + 0(fl o z(i)). (8) jEn
We continue the use of formula (4) and supply the function p E I2 to obtain T E ~T and for each i E co a
with Ti ~I ~--lO-i,.. (10) It is also the case that Vi E o9 (T/C large(Cz(i))) A T/C large(B/~o~(i)). Put Pn := Q. Let 7CO and aEQ be such that 7=flozoa and IA QI--IAP,I. Then of course Vi E o9 (~(7(i))> lAP.I).
Let C E T t be such that (11) Vi E o9 ( Ci E largelA0~(,)..i + l( T~(i) ) ). From (8) and (14) 
it follows that p(a(i))>O(fl o ~ o a(i)) = ~(7(i)) = ~0(i) and hence if X is a large set then larg%(~(i))(X) C_ larg%(i)(X).
( 1 5 ) It is obvious that the sequence q~ E f2 is monotone increasing and unbounded, that P. c large(R.) and that C CA T. Hence in order to finish the proof it suffices to see that (ii) For i E 09 andj E n we get from (7) and (14) that Qi, j = Qr(i),j E large,~(r(i))(P j) = larg%(i)(Pj). For leo9 we get from (14), (15) and (9) 
(iii) Let Rj ~Rt and leo9. Ifj, lEn then we get from (7) and (14) that Rj ~Rl---~ Rj ~" RI ~ Or(i),j ~ O~(i),t --* ai, j ~ ai, l. Ifj E n and l = n we already know that Pj -P..
We get from (7) and (11) that Or(i),j E larg%(r(i))(Pj) with 0(7(0)> lAP.I, From (4) we have Oa(i),n C largep(~(i))(Pn) and from (8) 
quence of large sets and L C_ E<, [L C_ E> ], such that A -~ I -~ ] A_A_ A Vj E n (A --e < > I'-e-] Rj). Then there is BEA r with B -~ I -~ ] B and there is a large subset P of a component of A with B-~ [ ~ ] P and for each j E n there is a set < < Qj E large( Rj ) such thatVj, I E n Vi E Og( (Rj ~ RI ---+ Qj ~ Qt ) A P -~ ] "L--] Qj A B-~ o.) 69 < < I ~ ] Qj A Bi P A Bi Qj ).
Proofi From Lemma 6 we obtain a CEA r and for each iEo9 and jEn a Qi,/E large(R j) so that < <
Vj, I E n (R/ ~ Rt --+ Qi,/ ~ Qi, t A IA CiI > [A Qi,yI/x Ci ~ I "L'-] Qi, J )"
From A_ ~ I -~ ] A_ and C EA T using (5) we obtain B E C T and i E o9 and P E large(Ci) so that B--~ [ ~ ] P. Put the set Qj :--Qi, j. We have to prove that Vj E n(P - 
Orbits
If N C o9, finite or infinite, we denote by N T the set N T := {i E o9; Vn E N(n Let .~ be a finite set of large sets and B an unbounded sequence of large sets and N a finite subset of o~. We say that the set .~ together with B is contained in the orbits of N if (i) every component of B is a subset of the unrestricted orbit of N and for every Q E .~ there is an orbit, say OrbN(Q), of N with Q c OrbN(Q),
If in addition for every orbit O of N there is exactly one element Q E .~ with Q c O we will say that ~ together with B is strictly contained in the orbits of N. 
The orbits of N will also be called the orbits of the extension problem. Given is the unbounded sequence A of large sets and the finite set ~ of large sets and the finite subset N C_ o9 which form an extension problem for the subset L C_ E< IE> 1.
Let O be an orbit of the extension problem. The element x E ANT f-) 0 is a solution of the extension problem in the orbit 0 if there is a C EA T and a set of large sets 5 f, such that for every S E 5 e there is a R E ~ with S E large(R), which together with N tA {Ixl} form an extension problem for L CE< ~E> 1.
Lemma 9. Every extension problem has a solution in every one of its orbits.
Proof. Let the unbounded sequence A of large sets and the set ~ of large sets and the subset N c_ co be an extension problem for L C E< ~E>] and choose an orbit O* of N. We construct first a new extension problem such that every solution to the new problem is a solution of the given problem and for which there is a large set P with some useful properties. Then orbu(R0)~ orbu(R~), hence R0 ~R1 which in turn implies Qso ~ Qn,. This proves (iii). Because P is a large subset of a component of A_ it follows from (ii) O9 < < -~
I ~]Q~)we
that VR E ~ (P < QR). From VR E ~ (P get VR E ~ (P ~ Qn)
which together with the fact that B together with {QR; R E~} is contained in the orbits of N implies that B B_ together with {QR; R E ~} U {P} is contained in the orbits of N. .~ which is a subset of the unrestricted orbit of N by T. Remember that B together with .~ O {P} is contained in the orbits of N and that P ~z T. Because T is in the unrestricted orbit of N we have that VQ E-~-{T} (T ~ Q) and hence VQ E .~ P ~ Q.
Claim. The set B__ tooether with .~ := {QR; R E ~} and N forms an extension problem for L and B--e ~ "-L-]P A VQ E .~P -~-~ I ~-~ Q A P ~ Q.
As a first step we apply Lemma 8 to B together with ~ U {P} and N. Remember that O* is the chosen orbit in which we wish to find a solution of the given extension problem. There is a unique Q* E .~ such that Q* c_ O*. If O* is a restricted orbit of N then we use Lemma 8 to obtain for every Q E -~-Q* for which orbN(Q) is a restricted 
We will argue next that In the case of the set a(T)(x) we have a(T)E o~¢t ~ and hence from condition (iii) of (21) that no element of a(T)(x) is adjacent to x. Because a(T) E large(P) and P is a subset of the unrestricted orbit of N it follows that a(T)(x) is in the unrestricted orbit of M. For Q E-~ and Q ¢ T is the set a(Q)(x) a subset of Q and hence a subset of orbN(Q) 
Either there is QK E~ with K Elarge(QK) and Qj E~ with J Elarge(Qj) or for one of K and J, say K, we have K E large(P) and there is Qj E ~ with J E large(Qj) and hence K(x)E large(P) and J(x)E large(Qj). In the first case we are done if we can prove that QK -~ ~ 3] Qj because then this relation is in- and -~ l,e-] P and Vi E o9 B~ ,~ P. Because the empty set has only one orbit, namely A which is the unrestricted orbit of 0, it follows that {P} together with B' is strictly contained in the orbits of 0. Checking the conditions for being an extension problem we see that B' together with {P} and 0 is an extension problem for L. Denote this extension problem by (~0 and put No := 0. Lemma 9 provides a solution which is an extension problem ~l and a set N1 C co consisting of one element. Assume that for n E o9 we have already constructed extension problems (~i; i E n) and finite sets (Ni C_ o9; i E n A Igil = i) then we can choose any orbit of Nn-1 and use Lemma 9 to continue the process. We will obtain a set N := Uieo~Ni and a triangle free graph N ~//a(N) := (AN; ~--% <, < ) with the following properties. 
---~(K ~,, J A K <J ~J <KI)---~(Q K ~, aj A QK < Qj IQj < QKI)---~QK ~ ~'~--] Oj---+ K (x ) -~ I~] J(x). In the second case we have
P -~ ~'~-~ Qj ~ K (x ) -~ [ ~ ~ Qj. (ii)
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In the construction above we were free at every step, when we applied Lemma 9, to choose an arbitrary orbit. As a consequence we obtain the following lemma. For the purpose of stating the results we will from now on abstain from the convention of treating the cases E< and E> simultaneously, distinguishing them by the use of [and] . If there is a difference in the result of E< from E> we will either write two different lemmas or theorems or state the difference in the same lemma or theorem consecutively. fO Remember that for every representation OR = (co; 0--% <, < ) of the countable triangle o9 free homogeneous graph on co there is a unique representation ORa = (A; 0--% <, < ) of OR on Un~o~ n2 via the isomorphism for which n ~-+ An. Hence we obtain the following theorems. 
) (i, jEn A i<j) ~ fl(vi)<fl(vj), (2) (i En --1 Ax~fl(~i) A (X, fl(Vi+l)) E E ) --+ ~j E i + 1 (x=vj), (3) (i, j En A i <j) ~ ~(fl(vi))<o~(fl(vj)).
Proof. We build the mapping fl step by step beginning with fl(vo)= 0. If for i C n-1 the numbers fl(Vo),fl(Vl ) .... ,fl(vi) have been chosen then it follows from the mapping extension property that there are infinitely many choices for fl(vi+l ) so that conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied. Because condition (3) excludes only finitely many choices we can find an appropriate value for fl (vi+l) . [] which f is constant on E<(C0). Then we obtain a copy C1=(C1; 0--% <, <) of o) co C0=(C0; 0-% <, <) in C0=(C0; 0--% <, <) such that f is constant on E>(C1). Because E<(C1)C_E<(C0) the coloring f is also constant on E<(C1 It follows from Theorem 3 that there is a copy C = (C; o-% <, < ) of q/= (09; 0-% <, <) in q/=(09; 0-% <, <) such that f is constant on E<(C) and constant on E>(C). From Lemmas 14 and 15 we get that f is not the constant map to red on E<(C) and not the constant map to red on E>(C). This implies that all of the edges of C are colored blue by f. []
